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....sanitized
 religion....?

I am not a big fan of any philosophy that needs sanitizing to be acceptable in the 21 
century.  Why would any one bother to take something that was vile and abusive and try to 
recreate something nice out of it, when at its very core, it is not good, and the leaders who 
began it, or leader, practiced abusive and hurtful and ethnic cleansing and horrible things 
to perpetrate his own agenda (I use the male gender here as most philosophers of 
antiquity were male... since females were highly discriminated against in early times (and 
still) and would never have been allowed to express lofty and eccelestical thought. 

I personally can only think of the words of one philosopher, which match historical 
evidence of his walking the walk he “talked” and the lessons which require not even the 
smallest amount of revision to be embraced in full comfort and knowledge that all is meant 
for peace, prosperity, phileo, positivity, and joy for every individual. 

Sadly, even this philosophy has been highly abused, only in the manner in which it is 
polluted by men for other gains in personal prominence and amassing wealth. Woe to 
those who have done so.  

I would challenge anyone out there to find a comparable figure to Yeshua of Nasareth, 
whose words were pure and on every point, applicable to a civilized and well running 
society, and abundant life.  Please give me references.  
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Dail-e-bread April
 
       

dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of God”

This month’s blurb --
beginning a trek through the
torah trying to learn new words.
May 2015
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new patterns posted in april 2015
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